Corporate News
Dr Karl-Friedrich Gulbins and Mr
Stefan Warmuth named new
partners at PLUTA
9 June 2022 · Ulm
PLUTA Rechtsanwalts GmbH has announced two new
partners: attorneys Dr Karl-Friedrich Gulbins and Mr Stefan
Warmuth.
Founder and managing director Mr Michael Pluta
commented on the development, “I am delighted to welcome
another two experienced and long-standing colleagues to our
partner ranks, where they will be able to bring their expertise
to bear.”
Mr Stefan Warmuth, an attorney, business management
expert and tax consultant specialising in debtor-inpossession proceedings and restructuring, heads the
company’s tax law department in Ulm. Amongst other things,
he acts as managing director or general agent in companies,
assuming responsibility for financial and structural
reorganisation activities. He also draws up restructuring
concepts and integrated business plans.
Mr Warmuth has already contributed his expertise in a large
number of prominent debtor-in-possession proceedings,
such as those of packaging company HÖHN and cloud service
provider scanplus. He is currently in the process of creating
and implementing a restructuring concept for the Burnus
Group, which manufactures personal care products and
detergents.
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Attorney Dr Gulbins heads the labour law department at
PLUTA and specialises in providing support in the area of
collective labour law and negotiating reconciliation of
interests agreements, social plans and collective agreements
for restructuring processes. He advises companies within
and outside of insolvency proceedings and has successfully
negotiated solutions with works councils and trade unions on
many occasions. Dr Gulbins continues to lecture on
transformation law at the University of Nürtingen-Geislingen.
The labour attorney most recently supported the proceedings
of automotive supplier Emil Bucher and was part of the
PLUTA team for GHBV, the personnel service provider for the
twin ports of Bremen/Bremerhaven, which restructured
under debtor-in-possession proceedings and negotiated a
social plan with employees.
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